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Death Valley Trip

William Winter

planned

Cancels

Despite War Effort
Vol- 36

February Lecture.
College of Pacific and Stockton Junior College, Stockton, Calif., Friday, Feb. 6, 1942

Theater to
Give 'Will
Shakespeare1

FERRARI
GRAS
LEADER

Reid, Banley
Honors in Prouction

Senior Student Replaces
Ward, Helps Behney

No. IB

Barrows to Be
Lecturer
V
Major Will Address Audience
As Third in Current Series

Tony Reid, Jane O'Conner costarred in Dane Vehicle.
Because famed nexvs commentator William Winter
Playwright Clemence Dane did
Tom Ferrari, Rhizomia presi was forced to cancel his engagement, Major General
herself proud when she wrote
dent and Jaysee letterman, was David Barrows will discuss "The War in the Philippines"
"Will Shakespeare" which will
selected by Bob Monagan to re from the stage of the Pacific Little Theatre at eight
be featured on the Pacific stage
o'clock Monday evening, February 16.
place
Clint Ward in the position
the evenings of February 20, 21,
• The major general, who is
of co-chairman of the Mardi
27 and 28. From the looks of
the third personage on the cur
rehearsals Director De Marcus
Gras. Ward is in Carson City,
rent lecture series, was in the
Brown will once more ring the
service of the Philippine govern
Nevada, taking the C. P. T. train
bell on an outstanding major Lit
ment for over nine years. Dur
Winner of the Croix de Guerre ing course.
tle Theater production.
ing that time he held such posi
in World War I, BARON PAUL
tions as general superintendent
LEAD
d ' E S T O U R N E L L E S d e C O N  INITIAL PLANS
Anthony Reid has been selected STANT will lecture on the effect
of education for the islands, chief
There
are
approximately
six
to play the leading role of the on culture of the present conflict
of the bureau of non-christian
great playwright, Will Shakes at a special assembly February 18 weeks until the Mardi Gras on
tribes and regent of the Univer
peare. Tony is quite prominent
sity of the Philippines. He pre
March 20; work will start right
in the Little Theater both on the
pared the original draft of act
away on final plans to insure an
creating the latter.
stage and behind the scenes, for
unusual carnival of fun. Queen
he also holds the position of stage
Many of his numerous publi
candidates
from all houses are to
manager, one of the toughest jobs
cations concern Philippine sub
be chosen in the near future.
in the theater. Tony may also
jects. These include official re
be remembered for his fine work
Committees for decorations, mu
ports, histories of the population,
in "Romeo and Juliet."
sic and costumes will—in all
of the islands and of the school
"The Dark Lady of the Son
probability — be named by the
system there.
nets," who acts as beloved in
earlier part of next week.
During World War IMaj. Gen
spiration to Will Shakespeare,
Paul Whiteman and his orches
eral Barrows served in active
will be played by Jane O'Conner.
tra will be in this area around
duty in the 91st Division. In 1918
Writer Will Lecture on
Jane possesses that certain charm
the middle of March, suggesting
he was sent on a special military
Campus Three Days
the possibility of obtaining the
mission to Manchuria and Sibe
which will serve to good advant
age in her part opposite Tony
King of Jazz for our annual cos
ria. In 1919 he returned to the
Reid. ^
Dean Fred Farley has arranged tume ball. But factual predic
United States to become presi
to have Baron Paul d'Estournelles tions can not be made until the
BAXLEY ROLE
dent of the University of Cali
fornia.
Barbara Baxley will head the de Constant as a visitor to the spring semester PSA budget is
At present the major general
cast also as Ann Hathaway. Miss campus February 17, 18 and 19 completed. The size, ornamenta
is professor of political science
Baxley will be remembered for SPECIAL ASSEMBLY
tion and music for the Mardi
This distinguished guest will Gras depends on the number of
at the University of California.
her work in "The Man Who Came
to Dinner." This will be quite speak before a special assembly PSA cards sold, which places the
a different role from that of the on Tuesday, February 18. His matter in the hands of the stu
subject will be entitled "A Crea dents. It is the students' Mardi
Whitesides' comedy; so watch
tive Tradition." Following the in Gras.
for her work in interpretation.
troductory lecture, informal dis
Those of you who saw "The
cussions with both the faculty WARD OUT
Goat's Song" will undoubtedldy and the student body will be
agree that Wally Campodonico held. Baron de Constant also in
Concrete planning has been de
On February 14, 15 and 16 men
earned his right to a place "up tends to meet with students in layed by athletic activities and
between the ages of 20 and 44
stairs" in the role of Kit Mar terested in creative writing and class locations. As a result Betty
will register for selective service.
lowe, who might have grown up in French.
Behney and Clint Ward were un
The registration for students Will
to be even greater than Shakes
The purpose around which his able to go ahead. With the trans
take place in the Stockton Civic
peare had he only lived.
trip evolves is to bring out "it fer of the C. P. T. training head
Auditorium and in Anderson Hall
COMING
is therefore important to discern quarters to Nevada necessitating
on the campus.
In the forth coming produc right now which values are Ward's absence from town things
NOT
FOR NAVAL
tion the character of Queen Eliza- worthy of being saved out of the were quite at a standstill. A new
The latest commnique from the
h will for the second time present confusion ... to strive co-chairman was needed.
The lecture series chairman, selective service board states that
walk
on the Pacific Theater for our own Renaissance."
The selection came as a sur
DR.
FRED L. FARLEY, has an men who are enlisted in the
The Baron was trained as a prise to Ferrari Wednesday after
stage. It seems that some time
ago Maxwell Anderson's "Eliza- writer at the Sorbonne, and now noon. In speaking of the Mardi nounced a change in February Naval Reserve, either as ensigns
or in the air corps, will be ex
th the Queen," was produced while on leave of absence from Gras he said, "With the students speakers. MAJOR GENERAL
empt from service. Men who are
as a major production. Ann Rollins College where he had behind us it will be the College's DAVID BARROWS, above, re
enrolled in engineering, medicine
served as professor of French best Mardi Gras."
odes has been given this part
p l a c e s c o m e n t a t o r W I L L I A M and other such professional
civilization
since
1933,
he
has
n
ls exPected to do quite well
Ferrari has been a member of WINTER, below.
courses will probably not be
been in Hollywood preparing
the Student Affairs Committee
the stern British queen,
drafted until they have finished
movie scripts.
for the last two years and has a
ames Keilty. who played Bevtheir course. This is true only
high scholastic rating.
P y Chiton in the "Man Who
if the student has sufficient
background in his course. The
in of t0 Dinner>" has been cast
college will do the recommend
si,, S role °* "Henslowe" who is
to have given Shakesing for deferment on the basis
There will be no classes next
of grades, aptiv.'.Cn and length of
v,, ' 's first real chance.
Thursday because of the official
™ ACTORS
time they have been enrolled.
March 4 used to be associated
After filling out the required
The Personnel Committee
ese few people who have observance of Abraham Lincoln's
been
with the Presidential Inaugura cards and having taken the local
calls to the attention of all
mentioned are the princi- birthday. School will be resumed
'c°ntinuerf
Junior College students the
tion. This year it will signify physical examination for classifi
mued on page If, Column S) i Friday.
rule regarding class attend
an important date for the Con cation, selectees will be given a
ance and unexcused ab
servatory. Percy Grainger re certificate of registration that
sences.
turns to the College to play the they must carry all the time.
a
The men may join any branch
When a student has unex
B flat minor piano concerto by
of
the service until they receive
cused absences (cuts) exceedTschaikowsky, which has been
notice to report for their second
ig one times the number of
awarded popular acclaim by
physical examination. After this
hours the class meets per
means of orchestral arrange
week, he is automatically
, _payiieht
ments by dance bands.
(Continued on page 7, Column SI
saving time—that en> If this is too complicated, the
dropped from the course and
vehurii
discussed, but like only alternative remaining is to
a grade of "F" is placed on
e!y seen—will at last
becorrip
his record. For example, a
set the clock up an hour on re
ery
hiary 9 V
tangible law Febstudent enrolled in a course
tiring, being very sure to set the
Ple jn
. 2 a- m., affecting peomeeting one hour each on
the idle
uS sundry ways. With alarm to correspond. If the
Monday, Wednesday and Fri
1
5
difference will alarm is forgotten all pains will
nr.T
day, would automatically be
cl°ek.
1*
011
face of the go for naught, for in this event
failed by his fourth unex
For the past eleven years the^in ruthless breaking of the biosyou will still arise an hour late,
cused absence.
campus of College of Pacific has soms. Such carelessness greatly
^ an
students it will spoiling the whole situation.
The Personal Committee is
been adorned with many beauti damages the bush itself, retard
If you still fail to understand
un< 5eIy different matter.
making this announcement
ful camellia bushes. These bushes, ing the natural propogation of
ob%ed t
unates
wm
be the wise advice given above, do
at the beginning of the new
ar}Sc an hour earlier, not feel inferior to the Quiz Kids.
sprinkled at intervals and beam the following season's blooms.
semester for the information
In order to preserve this par
ing blossoms of divers colors,
tbe clock' i
fbe delineation of Find consolation by cutting your
of all students. It is hoped
lend a colorful attraction to the ticular beauty, gardener Ben
^"sible — n 0I-der to do this the classes, donning a disguise and
that there will be fewer overpremises for several months each Bava has consented to pick blos
f.arlier 1h
,wi11 retire an hour visiting all classes, observing
cut students by reason of a
bus balanoincr tho
soms for those who desire them.,
year.
1'np_i.
g Ia
balancing the puzz with gratifying eyes the alarm
clear
understanding
of
the
le
ir m a
a v
Applicants—the line forms on
Of late, the natural desire for
Very simple and ing number of "inferiors" arriv
rule.
njanner.
the
right
•>
this
beauty
has
manifested
itself
ing an hour late.

EXCHANGE

French Baron
Pays Visit
to Campus

REGISTRATION
FOR ARMY
NEXT WEEK

NO SCHOOL

Over-Cuts Mean
Grade Failure

Grainger Returns
to Conservatory
in Concert

^ yfight Saving Time
"feet Is Nation-Wide

Gardener Will Present
Camillia Blossoms

Page 2
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ADDITIONAL SPQR^

PITIFUL STUDENT ACTION
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Among the problems of degree-seeking students is
the lack of time to devote to athletics, speaking and
writing activities. The chief head-aches of student and
faculty managers of extra-curricular programs is this
seemingly apathetic response.
Consequently, many schools have various means of
high-pressuring prospective competitors into actual par
ticipation. This practice reaches its zenith with the hir
ing of professional managers to distribute the necessary
publicity, handle the minute, multitudinous details. A
form of it is the proselyting of athletes.
Unfortunately (or is it fortunate?), Pacific has re
course to neither of these methods. But even with
them, it is doubtful that there would be any great dif
ferences. Pacific is notorious for its nonchalant recep
tion of all student activities.
Quickly noticed by outsiders, this disinterested atti
tude manifests itself by pitifully small responses to most
pleas for competitors, proportionally smaller audiences
at games, debates, and meetings.
Where other schools of this size had sixty men
suited-up for football, Pacific had thirty; where others
have twenty men playing basketball, Pacific has a bare
ten; where others have thirty men out for track, Pacific has fifteen.
Probably LESS than two hundred different students
will take a prominent part in ALL of the many PSAsponsored activities during this semester. In an associa
tion with seven hundred members this is indeed a
small representation; in a school of over seventeen hun
dred students it is amazing that so few are shouldering
the entire burden.
The solution to the entire problem is two-fold. First,
those students who have membership in the PSA are
asked to join any organization or team in which they
are the least bit skilled. The excuse that "there isn't
anything I can do" is certainly no tenable.
A small amount of practice will develop hidden
talent in most people; the correct conditioning of it will
fit a student for college competition.
Second, there are many students who are capable
of matching actual competitors, but who are not mem
bers of the Association. Most of these, probably, can
not afford the ten-dollar fee. There has been arranged
a program of working for cards, so the more energetic
will experience no difficulty in this respect.
For those who have no cards the admonition is
simple: A college education isn't complete without some
extra-curricular participation; PSA cards open the door
to this highly-regarded and entertaining sidelight.
For those who are members the plea is to join every
organization or team whose qualifications can be met,
in unity there is strength, and the PSA can use some
of that.

SPRING SEMESTER

Bengal Hoop| a
Is City's Best
Tigers Rambled Over
Stockton to Prove It
The College of Pacific cag.
<lA#inSfnlir established
octaKlSck^ J th«®
have definitely
selves as the best basket hi
team in Stockton.
They did it by trouncing
Stockton Air Field five last kJ
KA to
to 91
_
urday night, 50
31 in a
'Ottfl,
battle. The officials called » t«.
tal of forty-three fouls.
CLAIMED TITLE

The Cadets had been claim®
the title of Stockton's best Since
December when they narrowly
beat a crippled C.O.P. quintet, b®
the Tigers were minus severs]
men on this first meeting. i„
the engagement last week-eni
the Tigers at full strength wer*
far superior.
Pacific went out in front iron
the start and were never headed
The score at half-time was 22-ig
in favor of Pacific.
TIGERS ROLL

VACATION

AHiMCTp

Third Symphony
Concert Presented
Four Members
in Uniform

Collegiana
By BARBARA ORR

The last half saw Coach Har
ris' cagers pull away with Bob
Monagan pacing them. He ac
counted for 14 digits and high
point honors.
Dave Lutton was high man for
the Cadets with 12.
Following is the box score:
C. O. P.

Rogers
Slaughter
Nikkei
Toomay
Henning
Johns
Camicia
Hutcheons
Monagan
Jensen

2
1
1
2
3
0
2
0
6
0

7
0 «
2 M
0 t

Looks like the plans for the
Totals
17 16 50
construction of a student-faculty
By BILL RAMSEY
cooperative gas station down at
STOCKTON AIR FIELD
The third concert of the cur Cla have fallen through because Falke
0
of the possibility of gas rationing
Japan had high hopes for an empire in 1930, and rent season by the Stockton in the near future.
Bailey
1
bo she established a puppet emperor in Manchuria. Symphony Orchestra was pre
Crosswait
0
Japan had higher hopes in 1940, so she became a pup sented under the leadership of
Shafer
1
Andthentberewasthefellow
who
Manlio Silva Monday evening,
Lutton
3
pet of Germany.
January 26. Jupiter Pluvius did walked into the bar optimistic Eaton
0
ally
and
marched
out
misty
op
not co-operate but music lovers
Bently
2
Whatever happened to Benito Mussolini? This tail braved the possibility of a thor tically.
Bowen
2
*
*
*
to the Hitlerian kite seems to be fast becoming the ough soaking to enjoy the con
0
At Massachusetts State College Green
tale of the Italian plight.
cert.
they have found a way to pre
ANTHEM
9 13 '
Totals
With the playing of the nation vent pupils from participating in
too many extra-curricular activ
al anthem, new meaning was
added. Four members of the or ities.
It's worked this way. Each
chestra were in uniform. They
included George Hyde, Bob No class or student office is worth
ble, Norman Lamb and Gene a certain number of points and
Lancelle. At intermission time no student may hold more than
they were introduced to the au thirty-five points during a year
The College of Pacific Tig**
dience. David Jones, usually in
"Curses," said the Hershey bar, avenged an earlier defeat at '
the tympani section, was in the
hands of the Mather Field F1F*
audience but will be. seen with 'unfoiled again!"
two weeks ago today by def
the orchestra at the next concert.
them decisively 50-37.
Attention, all you cake bakers! ing
Rossini's overture to "SemiraThe Tigers had previously w
mide" opened the concert with One of the coeds at the Univer a fourteen-point half-time k
an air of varying moods. It pre sity of Arizona has found a recipe and still lost the game 33-38,
sented all of the color that is for an eggless cake.
She feels that this is a bon to on the second try, though ,
characteristic of the typical Ital
lead was never great, they
students
and housewives because an early advantage and wide
ian composer, from the simple
hymn-tune in the brass, to the of the high cost of eggs.
it steadily as the game wen
rollicking passages in scale or
Individually, the Flyers
Men are like cellophane—trans ed higher class players than
chord progression in strings and
parent, but hard to remove once cific, but their team work
The above photo was taken during the Mardi Gras last spring. woodwinds.
you get wrapped up in them.
faulty and their shooting ra
SELECTIONS
This annual costume ball is one of many PSA activities.
# * *
Color was augmented with
bad even for a team unaf\,t
The custom of placing flowers tomed to the fan-shaper
great depth and feeling in Rim,j
sky—Korsakoff's "Scheherazade on graves originated with the an hoards.
The Tigers, taking on sa
Suite." The oriental atmosphere cients who believed that the dead
of the "Arabian Nights" stories enjoyed the fragrance of the gulps, varied their offensive -•
from the rigid two pivot
was given capable handling by flfowers.
used a number of pass and W'
each
section
of
the
orchestra.
Af
IRVINE SPRAGUE
BOB CONAWAY
Him:
"This
dance
floor
is
slip
executions that were
ter hearing this work it is not
Manager
Editor
easy lay-ups.
hard to determine why Rimsky- pery, isn't it?"
Phone 8-8710
Phone 9-9121
Her: No, I just had my shoes
Korsakoff is considered one of shined."
ba#
Published every Friday during the College year by the Pacific
Colorado University's
Student Association. Entered as second class matter October 24, the most brilliant orchestrators.
ball
team
has
scheduled
as
1924, at the Postoffice, Stockton, California, under the Act of From the delicate theme played
Laid in 1820, the cornerstone of in New York's Madison
,,
March 3, 1879. Acceptance for mailing at special rate of postage by Concertmaster Brown to Do Bentley Hall, Allegheny College, Garden for five straight se
for in Section 103, October 3, 1917, authorized October 24, 1924 rothy Eproson Veit's "harp-pegcontains a piece of Plymouth
,roif
gios," to the tutti of the orches Rock, marble from Dido's Tern
Bernard M. Fitzgerald, P.yt
tra, the tonal picture was com pie, mortar from the Tomb of sor of evidence at Loyola
1941
Member
1942
fj
plete from the adventures of Sin- Vergil and brick from the Tower sity law school, is serving „
Pissociated Golle&iale Press
bad the sailor, through the four of Babel.
cial counsel with the cc'
parts to the colorful festival at
division of price admimst
Bagdad. This was a commend
SUBSCRIPTIONS $1.50 A YEAR
The University of Texas has
able performance of a brilliant opened extension classes in cler
The Clemson college •-- „
work.
»
ical and automotive work at the contains 127 tables and
Printed weekly by the Stockton Shopping News, 321 North Cali
Following the intermission, Camp Barkely replacement cen 2.224 students, Four tabi
fornia Street; phone 5-5655. Campus offices in room 311 of the
available for guests
ter.
JContinued on page 8, column
Administration Building; phone. 9-9121.

Mather Field
Drops Game

•

fip
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JACK TOOMAY

^ecause in our college there is
a thing as spirit and you
don't hear much about that
down there, do you?
But you found out all about
spirit and almost lost the game
on account of it, didn't you?
But being very small in char
acter, and having the luck to
have a referee make a drastic
mistake in your favor, you won?
You thought it was all over
then, didn't you?
You thought you had won and
that was that?
You found out different, didn't
you?
The other night you were be
hind in basketball by 11 points,
weren't you?
To these same Tigers, huh?
And then you managed to fer.angle two points out of the
scores under slightly tainted cir
cumstances, isn't that right?
You thought everything was
going to be all right and that
you would win and have the
laugh again?
Well, you were wrong, weren't
you?
You were very wrong.
And beginning with Tuesday
night and continuing throughout
untold years you will always be
wrong. The Tigers are tired of
losing to associates like you.
You. Down there. Why don't
you ask yourselves this question:
What is this thing called spirit
that makes people greater than
they really are?
Maybe you'd better find out
before it's too late, San Jose
State. Because it won't be long
such

you want a job—

Secretarial

Service
"d&lier Accountancy
employment service.

'umphrey s
(Sinice 1896)

School of Business
-thfornia at Weber
Stockton

Page

4
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Big Sisters Meet

CONDUCTS

Little Sisters
Over Dessert

BETTY MORRISON, Editor

Last night in the S.C.A. build
ing Big Sisters met Little Sisters
at a dessert program. The eve
ning was sponsored by the A.
W. S. honor society, Nu Alpha
Kappa.
This meeting is a traditional at
affair at Stockton Junior Col
lege, the meeting of Big Sisters
and Little Sisters, but the pro
gram idea was the first of its
kind. Freshmen girls will meet
their older sisters, and through
them will find their way around
the college.

Death Valley tour.

SOCIETY
RING O N HER FINGER

AT YOUR SERVICE
0 It is our desire to maintain for the Students of
the College of the Pacific and Stockton Junior Col
lege and Faculty, the best Student Supply Store
on the Coast.
Your patronage is your assurance that this can
and will be done.
0 It is getting tennis time — see us for tennis
shoes—also college stationery and jewelry.

THE COLLEGE BOOK STORE
" O n the Campus for Y o u

>>

Above is MARILYN KENDRICK who revealed her
engagement to Gill Hanson at the termination of fianls.
taking part in the staging of
"Will Shakespeare." However,
they are too numerous to men
tion, for there are many students
(Continued from Page 1)
working with lights, scenery, and
pals in Pacific's next Little The all that goes into making this
ater Production. There are others play a success.

Will Shakespeare
Next Play

Future Army
and Navy
Men Feted
The strains of "Auld
Syne" echoed out across the^'
pus a few days ago as the
of Omega Phi Alpha took tin*
off from their pre-final Sun(>
night studying to enjoy an a-v
formal social in honor of if
brothers who have left and a/
leaving for the armed forces'"';
the United States.
With the chapter room dark e>
cept for the flickering light w
the logs in the fireplace the hien
of Omega, led by the silver tones
of Ben Hamm, raised their voio^
in honor of their fifty-odd dontions to our forces in confijf
College and House songs, "0mf.
ga Phi Girl," songs from the ar>
nual serenade, "Pacific Hail" Sfl(,
"Star Spangled Banner" vyere
sung.
The songs were punctuated by
the entrance of "evangelistsBud Stefan, George Kapel, Dick
Barkle and Ken Graue to gjV(
departing brothers their blessing,
Those leaving include Student
President Bob Monagan, who hag
enlisted in the special naval re.
serve class V-7. Along with Mors
agan will be Fremont Kingerj,
Claude Hogan, Dick Barkle,
George Moeller, Tom Bolton, L«
Dow and Bud Stefan.
The Naval Air Corps, V-5, win
get Bob Stark, Les Cook, Irwin
Lauppe and Len Gundert while
Bob Raven, Jack Bertrane, Carl
Benford, Joe Wienroth and War
ren Scott will leave on the tenth
of this month for the Merchant
Marine Training School.
The new S.J.C.-C.O.P. campus
at Carson City will be inhabited
by Omega men Clint Ward, Bob
Silva, Bill Scott, Sam Parshall,
Frank Sibbett, Joe Mitchell and
Notre Dame's suggested all-Am
erican C. O. P. footballer "Snow
ball" Willy Boyarsky.

C O P Students
Hold Wedding
in Pleasanton

the way yon like
Tour pet. ideas of tailoring and fabric have
been put into these suits. The fabric is on the
simple side, designed with interest in texure,
pattern and color. The tailoring goes strong for
ease and comfort.
These are suits designed
and tailored the way you
like them , .
ITp

AMERICAN

BROGUE

Brogues are being called for on all sides. The
university men are all out for the wing tip
brouge with heavy soles in plain leather and
grained.

Eiigerfoif's -685Up

Wearing the traditional white
satin, Dorothy Kolln became the
bride of Arthur Holton in the
Presbyterian Church, Pleasanton
at 2:30, February 2.
Both are former students of
the College of Pacific; the bride
groom is now in the Infantri
Band at Camp Roberts. Doroth;
has been attending a business
college in Oakland.
Arthur was attended by NCI
man Lamb.
Another Pacific student, Hon
ace Evans, was soloist at tW
function, with the bride's br°t
er, Jack Kolln, as accompanist.
The Horned Frogs of
Christian University win 1181
traveled nearly 8,000 miles _
playing six of their ten garn'
away from home this season.
A
in fundamentals |||
ri course
Luut oc iit
meteorology 1has
Iirctcuivivgj
lao been ^ addeii

the department of physics^ 8^.
College of Mount St.
v

Nunn-Bush $f0°°
UNITED
STATES
NGS
ONDs
5
ANDI STAMP

. or men — for boys
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SORORITY PRESIDENTS

Two University of Texas fac
ulty members—the only North
Americans to receive this honor
—have been elected correspond
ing members of the Argentine As
sociation
for Historical Studies.
Tom Ferrari, new co-chairman
of the Mardi Gras, was elected
president of Rho Lambda Phi,
succeeding "Dusty* Miller at the
election of officers held last
week. Elected to serve under him
were Gene Harter, vice-president;
Harry Tovani, recording secre
for friendship
tary; Bill Lunt, corresponding
secretary; Gordon Alphonse, serbracelets
geant-at-arms; "Dusty" Miller,
house attorney and Ed Denny,
house manager.
Appointed to office by Presi
dent Ferrari were Wilfred Traphagen, frosh king; Bill Bigelow,
chaplain and Frank Bessac, custo
dian of "Numeral 28."

Ferrari Elected
President
Rho Lambda Phi

Enrollment at the University of
Vermont is 1,322, a loss of 132
under last year. There are 716
men and 606 women students.

JEWELERS
425 E. Main St.

MISS JANE O'CONNOR, BARBARA McKENZIE and MYRA LYNN, pictured
above from left to right, have been elected presidents of their respective sorori
ties—Epsilon Lambda Sigma, Alpha Theta Tau and Tau Kappa Kappa.

Women Prepare
Fresno First In
Experiment

S. C. A. Retreats
to Hogan Dam,
Plans Future
Hogan Dam was the site for a
retreat of S.C.A. members discuss
ing program priorities and rec
reation plans for the new term.
EVENTS
Among the headline events
were discussions for the world
student's service fund drive which
will start with an assembly fea
turing Roland Elliott, national
student secretary of the Y.M.C.A.,
just returned from Geneva, Swit
zerland, via the Atlantic clipper.
Plans were also made for a ten
tative intercollege race confer
ence in the near future.
Among those attending were
Bill Kennedy, Steve Kornicker,
Paul Craven, Dolora Gallagher,
Beth Marriott, Fred Wolfrum,
Marlys Swenson, Roberta Thom
as, Milt Valentine, Tommy Hoshiyama, Ed Hannay Ava June Colliver, Ethel Stark, Marian Sill
Weber Fisher, Barbara McCandless, Skipper Ye, Bill Houston and
Essey Tucker. They were accom
panied by Reverend Arthur Foote
and Professor Robert Clark.
NEWCOMERS WELCOME
As the personnel of the com
mittees is changing, Bill Kennedy
states that anyone interested in
participating in any activity is
welcome.

Threlfalls Presents

A New Leisure Shirt
with saddle bag pockets and
hand-whip-stitching
Styled out of the glorious past of the Old West

WHEN MEN WERE MSN
(vnd the Ladies, they tell us, loved it)

Initiates
Seven Pledges

IS GIFT TIME FROM GLIGKS
• CHARMS
9 HEARTS

9 LOCKETS
* PERFUMES
and many other beautiful gifts to select from.

A Gift From
Stockton's
Outstanding
Jeweler

Old Anderson Hall has served
as a traditional setting for Phi
Mu Alpha initiations. Tomorrow
evening seven pledges will re
ceive full membership in this na
tional fraternity honoring out
standing achievement in music.
The following men will receive
honors: Lyle Beardsley, Clifford
Brau, Norman Chapman, Dauglas Corbin, Horace Evans, Ernest
Farmer and Julius Lang.
Another pledge, Charles Felsenthal, was inducted during the
week of finals. He is now en
rolled in C.A.A. work and will be
in the unit which was transferred
from Stockton to Carson City,
Nevada.
President Forrest Honold will
be assissted by other officers in
this ceremonious occasion.
A portable alcoholmeter to be
used in determining degrees of
drunkenness, invented by two
Yale University scientists, has
been formally accepted by Con
necticut state police.

/ W A I N

S T .

S T

"Truth In Jewelry

The rathskeller of thee Univer
sity of Wisconsin Memorial Union,
long "for men only," has recently
been opened to women students.

For Modern '49ers! Loaf in it! Play in it!
5.95 to 7.50

Fine Furniture
Assured Quality
Personalized Service

4!7-21 E. Weber

Dial 9-9038

*
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Naval Reserve
Forms Class
Enlistments with ratings have
just been opened by the United
States Navy for men with con
struction experience for enroll
ment in class V-6 of the Naval
Reserve. The men will be assign
ed to headquarters and companies
in a construction regiment for
shore duty at naval bases out
side the continental limits of the
United States.
The enlistment period is for
the duration of the war, with
salaries ranging from thirty-six.
dollars to ninety dollars a month,

including food, clothing, housing
and incidentals.
Students who may qualify un
der the experience requirements
and are interested in such en
listment should apply to their
nearest naval recruiting office
for a medical examination. Furtlier particulars may be obtained
by inquiring at the nearest postoffice or recruiting station.

DEATH VALLEY SCENE

IN THE
SERVICE

Army Applicants
Applications are now being re
ceived for training and positions
as junior inspector-trainees in the
ordnance department of the army.
These positions offer opportuni
ties to earning a salary of $1620
a year.

Above is pictured a familiar monument seen on tbe
annual Death Valley Tour, which will be held March 28
to April 4.

MEET THE GANG
—AT—

BOBB

Iowa State College recently
held a three-day school for elec
tric meter testers and meter re
pairmen.

INN

FOUNTAIN . . . CUBE SERVICE
ON EE DORADO

Seven members of last fall's
University of Texas football
squad were married.

for SPRING
S U C C E S S . . .

Sweaters

W

sleeved pull-overs.
Spring skirts.
CARDIGANS
PULLOVERS

Luscc i o u s allwool sweaters in
heavenly pastels
and white. Clas
sic c a r d i gans
a n d
s h o r t
match' or contrast

3.50 to 7.95
2.25 to 3.50

Pastel Skirts
Ice-cream plaids in soft pastel combina
tions. Plain Botany flannels in blue, pale
green, and biege. Classic men's wear
checked shirts in navy, black, and brown.
Ice-Cream
Plaids . .

Changes Are
Made in
Valley Tour
Because of war restrictions, it
has been necessary to make sev
eral changes in the itinerary of
the tenth annual Death Valley
tour, to be held from March 28
until April 4.
FRIANT DAM
Participants will be offered a
chance to visit Friant Dam, which
has not as yet been closed to
visitors, Red Rock Canyon, Scotty's Castle, Walker Pass and
Death Valley. Boulder Dam,
which had been previously slated
for the trip, has been removed
from the schedule due to gov
ernment orders. The extra time
will be spent in Death Valley.
The 1942 tour will be taken
in busses instead of in private
ears as formerly. This change
is due to the rationing of tires on
private cars.
Each night there will be a
community campfire and the
program around it will be both
educational and recreational. Va
rious members of the staff will
discuss the outstanding features
of every day's trip.
CREDIT
College credit will be given
to students upon presentation of
reports based upon reading and
field study, Conference and study
groups will be held for a more
detailed discussion of points of
interest.
The change of method in trans
portation will bring the total
cost of the tour to thirty-five dol
lars and fifty cents. This includes

Sandy Tresize, sometimes call,
ed the perpetual football, bas.
ketball and tennis star of c. o
P., is in the Marines.
The Navy Air Corps has claimed Art Irish, a C. O. P. grad
who was prominent in PSA activities. Bvb Downs and Roger
Cross, two more grads are also
in the N. A. C. Two S. J,
men, Jimmy Johnstone and Bob
Buol, are flying for the Navy.
Walt Kelly, another C. O. p,
grad, basketball and track star,
is in the Army Air Corps, as are
Bob Cook and Bob Lauppe.
Terry Aten is a flying sergeant
for the Army Air Corps. Reece
Smith is flying for the Royal
Canadian Air Force.
Bob Peck, J. C. student, is in
the Army, while the Navy has
Elton Cincerella, Don Paxton and
Bill Tolan.
Trevor Griffs and A1 Irwin are
giving physical education train
ing for the Navy. Jobabe McWilliams and Clem Swagerty are
doing the same for the Army.
Jack Lyons, three-letter man
in football, is now a cadet at
Williams Field, Chandler, Ariz,
He attended J. C. for two years
and C. O. P. for three and onehalf years.
This column, a regular fea
ture of the WEEKLY, will print
new stories of the host of exstudents now serving their
country. The editors will ap
preciate receipt of information of
this type.

Marine Officers
fo Visit Campus
The Marines are coming! More
than sixty young Marine lieuten
ants will visit the country's col
leges durng February. Some will
visit the College of Pacific and
inform students of candidates'
class which leads to a commis
sion in the United States Marine
Corps Reserve.
the trip to and from Death Val
ley, food, swimming pool fees,
admission to Scotty's Cave and
boat ride.
At night the party will camp
at various sites. Some of these
are Monolith, Yermo, Bennetts
Well, Lone Pine and Isabella.
Registration for the tour has
not been greatly affected by the
war.

JOHNNIE'S
MEAT MARKET
2026 PACIFIC AVENUE
(IN BLACK'S)

"Where Price and Quality Meet'*
PHONE 2-7481

Pastel
Flannels

C[)^

Checks

See them soon!

SMITH S LAN o .

V -MjOJ-TLJUL Q/iri (hs/2^jjui .

ill
l?t$Sk Us

:n

•RP5f

•C;

i.

Dial

Grant
at Weber

IZIvojxjl. 5-5 8 51

2-0229

PLUMBING SERVICE
WITH A SMILE

Ot v

MtLLER-HAYS CO.
Serving College of Pacific

j

c. Students

Receive

Earnings
Three Dates Focused in
Limelight of Future
junjor College students are
' njcd of the three following
'!"s that appear on the calen"feb 17. Tuesday, 5:00 p. m.—
date on which incomplete
>S
des incurred in the fall se?ra
qter of 1941-42 may be removft0 receive subscript grade.
^ oo p m.—Last date on which
incomplete grades incurred in
t fall semester of 1940-41 may
'^removed; if not, they become
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Government Asks
for Volunteer
Nursing Students

College Pupils
Must Register

BOB'S BARBER SHOP
2008 PACIFIC AVE.

HOUSES CLASSES

Facing an urgent need for
more nurses to fill places in the
National Defense quota, many
well known nursing schools are
admitting mid-year classes.
Nursing is a career that will
aid the government, present a
life work and offer chance for
adva ncement; administrators,
supervisors, and teachers are
needed. It is a job that has a
great deal of responsibility at
tached to it; young women hav
ing some college training are
urged by the committee for re
Above is a pre-construction architectural drawing of
cruiting nurses to enter their Morris Memorial Chapel.
The building, not yet com
services in this field.
plete, nevertheless houses Bible classes in the wing on
There are still vacancies which the left this semester.
must be filled in order to supply
enough nuruses to assure the De
fense Board of adequate health
protection.

failures.
Feb. 24.—Tuesday, 5:00 p. m.
j ust date to file petitions to add
courses to study lists.
March 17.—Tuesday, 5:00 p. m.
^st date to petition to withdraw
(Continued from Page 1)
from courses without penalty of
time
they cannot join voluntarily
failure for reasons other than
any branch of the service with
excessive unexcused absences.
the permission of the local draft
board. .
Two hundred twenty-two grad ADDRESSES
uate students representing 29
Selectees from out of town may
dates, two foreign countries and either give Stockton as their home
three territories are enrolled at address or they may give their
Washington State College.
home town address. They will be
called before the board in the
town of which they gave or their
GET YOUR HAIR CUT AT
home address.

BOB'S

Page 1

Enrollment figures at the Uni
versity of Michigan show an in
crease of 150 women over last
year with 787 fewer men stu
dents.

HEADQUARTERS
FOR REFRESHMENTS
ON THE CAMPUS

THE CUB HOUSE
Operated by
—Associated Women's Students
—Employing Student Help

'Where You Meet Everybody

Morris Memorial Chapel Is
Outgrowth of Long Dream
Expensive Stained Glass
Window Adds to Beauty

Built in the redbrick style of the other buildings
on the campus, the Morris Chapel will soon he com
pleted. With its dedication a dream long held by
President Tally C. Knoles and others will be visualized;
they have wTatched the growth of the entire campus in
the past seventeen years and*
hold hopes for its future.
choir boxes will ail be carved in
The new chapel will have in the same design. The carpets for
back of the chancellory one of the center aisles and chancellory
the most beautiful stained glass will be of deep cardinal red. All
windows to be found in the vicin the furniture and carpets will be
ity. The choir loft faces this pane installed by March 9 or 10.
of colored glass. Directly behind
The chapel will be illuminated
the loft there is a rose window of by a direct lighting system. The
altar will have carved candle
sticks with flood lights hidden
below. An everlasting light in
the center of the chancellory will
Although the new chapel had remain lighted all the time.
not been officially dedicated (no
The ante-room will be closed
definite date has been set) two off from the main hall by a pan
rooms in the religious education elled glass screen.
wing are being used this semes
CURVED WALKS
ter for classes.
The outside entrance to the
Robert E. Burns stated that
chapel will be up two long curv
there is no official announcement
concerning the finances and the ed walks. Both will be lined on
either side by yellow rose bushes.
dedication of the chapel but
One walk will go down to the
plans are going on schedule.
corner on Pacific Avenue.
The outside of the building
loft there is a rose window of will have $6,000 worfh of terra
the same type. The large win cotta work. The spire is made
dows on either side of the main of pure copper. Copper was cho
aisles are temporarily of amber sen because of its durability and
hue. This stained glass cost $17,- long wearing qualities. The roof
000 and was originally made for is of matched blue shingles
the Temple Methodist Church in which have copper reinforce
San Francisco.
ments on each joint.
CARVED OAK
CLASS ROOMS
The main part of the chapel
There will be two regular class
Ovill be furnished in carved oak. rooms in the building. One down
The altar, bishop's seat, pews and stairs will hold fifty students,
while the smaller one upstairs
will hold thirty-two. There are
New Spring
also two conference rooms and
offices for the instructors.
Mr. Howard Bissell of Stock
slip ons . . . cardigans . . .
ton designed the building. It has
novelty coat styles . . . soft
been erected on a site which had
pastels . . . whites . .. string
only four oak trees on it seven
cottons and pure wools. . . .
teen years ago.

CHAPEL USED

SWEATERS

2.25 lo 4.95

New Spring

SKIRTS

Luscious Pastel Plaid Wools
. . . Pleated or Gored Pas
tels in Crepe or Wool. . . .
The new Trik Skirt in wool
or crepe . . .

4.95 to 8.95
• • •

Sale Starts
for PSA
Cards
Ten Dollars Remains
Price of Activity Fee
It's all over but the shouting.
For nearly ten years Pacific
Student Association membership
has amounted to ten dollars and
for another year it will be the
same.
RUMOR
An ugly rumor got about from
newspapers and wagging tongues
that a federal tax would'be plac
ed on PSA cards this semester.
Then the fun began. Students
stood on their constitutional
rights and hollered. Parents
stood on their constitutional
rights and hollered—about their
budgets.
Oh, it was one fine mess. Class
mates began to wonder if a
membership was really neces
sary. Subject of the day was
PSA cards.
NO TAX
Then PSA President Bob Monagan dispelled the gloom. "There
will be no tax." Things were
back to normal again.
Due to the decline of student
enrollment full PSA support is
needed to assure a complete pro
gram this semester. An addi
tional advantage this semester
in owning a membership is the
reduced summer rates for swim
ming in the College .pool. Rec
reation facilities will be opened
again to swimmers' use.
PSA cards are being sold at
the comptroller's office and at
the PSA office.
Wisconsin men in military and
naval service have the privilege
of taking University of Wisconsin
extension courses at the state's
expense under a 1941 law.

INSTRUCTS

DR. GEORGE H. COLLIVER is
conducting classes in the educa
tional wing of the new chapel.

FRIEDBERGER'S
Featuring:
TIGRESS COLOGNE
FOR THE PACIFIC CO-BD

PAY LATER
It has just been announced that
a deferred payment plan has been
put into effect for the purchase
of PSA cards. Students desiring
to use this service may do so at
either Dean Corson's office or
the PSA offices.
The Clemson College
unit has 1,611 cadets.

ROTC

339 East Main Str««t

JEWELERS

FORTY-NINE DRUG CO.
Main &. El Dorado.
Poplar A loscniitc.

Ph.
Ph.

Everything to be found in
First-class Pharmacy

TAILORED

SHIRTS
in

white

and

colors . . .

1.95 to 3.95

DONOVAN'S
"Uth Sutter Street

SMART SHOP
336 E. Main St.

SHEPHERD & GREEN
Contractors, Builders, and
Superintendents of
Construction
Phone 9-MM7

2-4S03
2-5143

SO® First Notional Bank
Stockton, Calif.

a
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Rogers Offers MUSICALS AUTHOR
New Play
in March
'Sing a New Song' Is
'Different' Production
The month of March will again
see the work of Hal Rogers in
production on Pacific's Little
Theater stage. This is the fourth
time Rogers will offer his work
to Stockton audences.
REPUTATION
It was the outstanding repu
tation of De Marcus Brown's
Little Theater and that of the
Conservatory which first attract
ed Rogers to Pacific in 1935.
Prior to this, his musical train
ing had been solely in the hands
of Otis M. Carrington, a man
who composed more operettas for
Completing the lyrics and music for his fourth Little
high schools than any other liv
Theatre musical comedy, talented HAROLD ROGERS
ing American composer.
Rogers' first one-act operetta, is bringing fame to himself and the College. Since
"Sweet Suite," was accepted for his last production here in 1939, Rogers has studied in
production in the spring of '36 the Julliard School of Music on an "Ascap" fellowship.
but never saw the "boards."
Rogers was struck down by an
referred to as "scap," great was
automobile on Pacific Avenue sor Russell Bodly of the Pacific his
joy upon receiving the news
and retired from the Stockton Conservatory.
Exactly one year later Hal lent that he had won the fellowship.
scene for a period of two years,
during which time he collabor his talents to a second musical He immediately made prepara
ated in several numbers with Car comedy and called it "Hi Spirits. tions for a year's study at the
This, too, received overwhelming Julliard School of Music in New
rington.
success and Hal was well started York City.
1938 PRODUCTION
to ward earning a name for him
"Sweet Suite" was produced self as playwright and composer NEW YORK
In New York Rogers divided
upon Rogers' return to Pacific in here on the campus.
his time between the Julliard
1938 and was exemplified by
School of Music and the Rialto
"catchy" tunes and clever lines. THIRD COMEDY
But as fine as Hal's first two of Times Square where he saw
It was at this time that he re
ceived invaluable training in the musical comedies were, his third over thirty Broadway produc
ory and composition both pri topped them both and bore the tions from the second balcony.
vately and in class from Profes- title, "Step'n' High." Ths show He studied orchestration under
ran for five performances and the hand of composer Vittorio
was favorably received by five Gianinni, brother of a famous
dramatic critics, three of the bay opera star.
Rogers also spent several inter
region. On the strength of these
Groceries
reviews RKO studios agents sent esting months under the tutlage
Poultry
a representative to Stockton, who of Eubie Blake, pianisst, com
returned with an armload of poser and resident of Harlem.
Vegetables
Blake is the composer of a half
"Step'n' High" recordings.
Fruits
Meanwhile Rogers was spend- dozen Broadway musicals, among
ng an average of ten hours a them being "Shuffle Along" and
Meats
day copying out three scores of the "Black Birds of '31."
this show for the first annual fel CONTACTS
lowship competition for college
During his New York sojourn
musical plays sponsored by the Rogers made contacts with those
American and Channel
American Society of Composers, who are interessted in an inti
Authors and Publishers. Usually mate musical comedy for touring
in the New England summer
theaters. This furnished the inspration for the present opus,
ICR
"Sing a New Song," and is also
COAL
the reason for this show being in
WOOD
a different form from Rogers'
FUEL OIL
previous productions. If this new
DIESEL OIL
musical is as successful as the
STOVE OIL
INCORPORATED
others, then we may surely brand
CEMENT
Harold Rogers one of the future's
LIME
Telephone 6-6966
forthcoming composers in the
BRICK
Stockton, California
musical comedy field.
PLASTER

Gaia-DeHi

YOLLAND ICE
& FUEL CO.

SAND
ROCK
GRAVEL

Office:
830 S. California

More than 60 per cent of stu-4
dents work at the University of
Texas.

Third
Symphony
(Continued from Page 2)

Herbert McAdams, tenor, sang
"Siciliana" from "Cavelleria Rusticana" in the wings. Then he ap
peared on the stage in 'Celesta
Aida" from Verdi's 'Aida." These
numbers are taxing to many
voice and so often lose full beau
ty of the voice in an effort to
make them extremely dramatic.
FINAL COMPOSITION
To bring the concert to a close,
Maestro Silva directed the orches
tra in Smetena's "The Moldau."
This is the most interesting com
position by the "Bohemian Bee
thoven," and the title is taken
from a river of Smetena's native
country.
Th program selections present
ed an interesting contrast of
light and shade in tonal pictures
of Italy, Russia and central Eu
rope. And so, the fifteenth sea
son of this organization carries
on with musicMusic, soft charm of heav'n and
earth.
Music, 'tis a gift from heav'n;
From His creation breathes an
everlasting peace,
Eternal peace that comes from
blissful skies.
Music, the art to raise the soul
above all earthly storms,
All pain, all sorrow fades
through song
That comes from God.
—Howard A. Love.

A short comment oa,
all sufferng from ro,
blues ... all except th
istration.
With the footballs hav;,,
given out to the team ;
they have in turn been re *
to a few femmes, namely p
and Virginia Newman."
Missing frorri^ campus thj,
ester is Chuck Capps, wi, .
ing Rhizomia and Sonia t
Air Corps.
Two couples who are
more and more together/'
Joe Kegler, Barbara /
George Kapel and Ardys s
The new address of Carol
and lone Anguin will her.
be "Anderson Hall." Yeah S
woikin' goils!
Sight of the week: ft,
Kingery slinking out of j
Theta Tau.

VALLEY
FLORAL CO.
'DISTINCTIVE

CORSAGES"
199 N. Sutter
Phone 4-4613

i n d e d clothe
ollege-"!
incomes
tor young
There's a trick—we admit it—to looking your gay yoiu
best at school and at play when you must keep within ti
most modest clothes budget imaginable. It takes a lot
clever contriving, a good head for mathematics—unless you'
learned to shop at The Wonder Downstairs Store! For he
we've assembled for you the smartest, the most college-corn
collection of togs you've laid eyes on—clothes with a flair i
line and color, clothes with a knack for keeping fresh ai

trim through day-in-, &

out wear, clothes chosen i
pecially to fit

JXSfi%

W

your

your

id®

buget! Frinstance

slacks . . . . . 4.9

They're of springy, hai
twisted Sumara cloth, h
and tailored as a undfo®
You'll loaf in them and 1«
it in your out-of-the cli
room hours. You'll look 1
a million—but did y°u
tice the price?

sweaters . . .
Bright
only

ELS

all outdoor

2.25 and 2.95

Spring
styles.

pastels

in

skirts...
Brilliant Hawaiian
Pr'n
I
flattering!

THE UJOIIDER

Raise a frosty bottle of Coca-Cola to your lips and drink.
Instantly its clean, exciting taste brings you refreshment
plus. And quality—the quality of genuine goodness ... the
quclity of Coca-Cola—the real thing.
BOTTLED UNDER AUTHORITY OF THE COCA-COLA COMPANY BY

COCA COLA BOTTLING COMPANY
OF STOCKTON, LIMITED

You trust
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RADIO ST UDIO GUIDE

Marilyn and
Gill Become
Engaged ,
Miss Marilyn Kendrick, sopho
more member of Epsilon Lambda
Sigma, announced her engage
ment to Gilespie Hanson January
29 at her sorority house. Her sis
ters were surprised when the
news was revealed in the tradi
tional five-pound box of candy at
dinner.
Marilyn, who is the daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. T. Earl Kendrick
of Merced, was Queen of Jobs
Daughters of that town and prominent in school activities while in
high school.
Gill, who is the son of Mr. and
Mrs. Ralph O. Hanson of Paso
Robles, is in his senior year and
is affiliated with Omega Phi
Alpha. No plans have been an
nounced for the wedding, as Gill
will leave for Oxmard this
month where he goes into train
ing for the United States Mer
chant Marine.

Believe Three-Year
Beneficial in War-Time

Students
Course

Educators who for years have been advocating a
college course for undergraduate work are see? their idea put into effect as a war measure to speed
)D
the training of youth.
Colleges and universities
erywhere are adopting an all-out schedule that will
eX
students to graduate in*fule years or less; University of
Will not be beneficial . 40%
Chicago is offering a degree in
Will not affect either way 2%
No opinion
2%
two years.
"Even after the war is over,
BENEFICIAL
American collegians, at least a what do YOU think you would
Mysix per cent majority of prefer: to graduate in three
them, believe the speed-up will years by going to school all yearbenefit students themselves. But round and taking only short va
at this time they are opposed to cations between terms, or go to
such a program as a post-war, college four years like we have
long-term
objective; more than been doing?"
two-thirds declare that after the
Prefer three-year course 22%
war is over they would rather go
Prefer four-year course 77%
to school a full four years for
Undecided
1%
their degrees.
STUDENT OPINION
The questions asked and the
"I have to work in the sum
answers received follow:
"Some colleges are shortening mers to be able to go to college,"
a sophomore at Western Illinois
the time to get a degree from
lour to three years. Do you think State Teachers' College told in
this will be beneficial or not to terviewer Adelaide Henrikson.
More than half of the male stu
students themselves?"
dents, and more than a third of
Will be beneficial
56%
the co-eds earn at least a por
tion of their college cost, the
Student Opinion Surveys has
found. Thirteen per cent of the
men and nearly five per cent of
the women earn all their ex
MAIN AT T I I C O T D C f f f f l
penses. This necessity of hold
CALIFORNIA i n c n i r v t
ing down a job while attending
college, a good many students
NOW
comment, leaves them little extra
time to concentrate on additional
U
11
courses in order to graduate in
less than four years.
,

orter

SIERRA

LYDIA

MERLE OERON
ALAN MARSHALL
JOSEPH COXTEN
EDNA MAY OLIVER

American Institute of Chem
ical Engineers has issued a char
ter for a student chapter at the
University of Texas.

and

BROADWAY
LIMITED"

u

MOTOR MCLAGLEN
DENNIS O'KEEFE
MARJORIE WOODWORTH

The above map, published in the WEEKLY a month ago, is
Courses in first aid for stu
presented again to aid new and old students. Studio Director
John Crabbe invites all "to come over and watch us broadcast." dents have become part of the

Muhlenberg College program.

Four Contestants Left
in 'Pick a Ticket'

t

The Radio Theater under the* day" with Dr. Tully C. Knoles.
direction of John Crabbe has
7:00—"Pick-a-Ticket."
been conducting the "Pick a Tick Wednesday—3:00—"Pacific Mu
et" program at 7 p. m. Tuesday.
sical"—9:35—"Radio Stage."
Epsilon Lambda Sigma, Men's Thursday—4:30—"Pacific Sympo
Hall, women's Co-op and men's
sium."
Co-op are the remaining contes Friday—11:00 a. m. •— "Pacific
tants.
Previews" with Art Farey.
The new shows will be an
KIELTY LEADS
Ed Kielty is the high scorer nounced later.
to date. The contestants would
like an audience for their next
program. The prizes are two
tickets a piece for the winning
team each night, to the Little
Theater production "Will Shake
speare" and the grand prize is
a trip to Death Valley. Come and
see it".
Since registration the radio
classes have hit a new high. The
programs for the week are:

COMING SUNDAY

EDGAR BERGEN and
CHARLIE MCCARTHY
Fibber McGee and Molly
LUCILLE BALL

—in—

"Look Who's Laughing''

Man-Tailored

GLEN PLAID
CLASSIC

Words and music for seven fa
vorite university songs are being PROGRAM
sold by the Wayne University stu Monday—4:15—"Beside the Book
dent council in a thirteen-page
shelf."
booklet.
Tuesday—4:30—"The World To-

Five women are taking engi
The placement bureau of Bemidji (Minn.) State Teachers Col neering courses at Wayne Uni
lege has placed 96.4 per cent of versity.
all candidates for positions in the
Fifty cadets are enrolled in the
last five years.
flying school at Louisiana State
University.
-j!

DROP IN SOON •

Whether it's just for an after show "coke,"
or for a full course tasty meal, you're certain
to enjoy the wholesome food and courteous
service at

Hazel*s
DRIVE-IN

90

Glen plaid goes sophisticated
for Spring '42! New as it is
fashionable

FCmyiCTORY

with the, longer

button jacket, slim pleat skirt.
Tidy tailoring for that expen

BUY i
UNITED
STATES

sive look.

1

DEFENSE

SONUS
STAMPS

99 Highway, 2 Blocks North of Harding Way
iOCKTON, CALIF.

Participate - - Join the Pacific Student Association
and make yourself eligible to participate in activities you will remember all

of

your life.

JOIN THE PACIFIC STUDENT ASSOCIATION
cU

"•

I'M""*
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SAN MATEANS TASTE
CUBS' ROLLING QUINT
Locals Expect Hard Game, But
Ramble All Over Instead
nidSan Mateo Junior College basketball plajv.. ,
ing their prima donna left-hander, Spider Cortez, got
the shock of their life Saturday night as a roaring Tiger
Cub breathed bucket after buck *—~
et through the hoop to conquer
MARIN HEIGHT
their league rivals 55-34.
San Francisco papers talked
BEATS CUBS
of the game beforehand as a lot
of fun for San Mateo, refused IN LOOP T1LLT
to believe in the ability of the
Tiger Cubs to give them a good
Stockton Jaysee lost its third
game. But when Stockton went eonference game two Saturdays
ahead 14-1 in seven minutes and ago to Marin Jaysee, main in
were still soaring at half time, gredients—two long negro gen
34-12, fans were goggle-eyed.
tlemen who poured shots like
water and covered backboards
TOTAL BOUT
The disaster would have dis like tents. Final score: Stock
integrated into total rout in the ton 2$, Marin 39.
last half of the game had not DARK LIGHTNING
Kjeldsen called off his ravaging
Outstanding man on the court
first team in place of an equally was Dick Barksdale, tall pivotperturbed but not quite so effi man. He failed to top point
cient substitute aggregation.
standings, but showed the Cubs
The Junior College's easy go all the fancy, flawless floor work
ing pivot man, Ralph Netzer, in his repertoire. The other neshoveled shot after shot through grc, Em Chapman, was high
the hoop; got seventeen points point man for the evening with
in the first half of the game:
13.
five more than the entire San
Ralph Netzer accounted for
Mateo team. Joe Law followed eight points for the Tiger
Netzer in scoring with an aggre Cubs and led the scoring with
gate total of 15. However, Net this paltry sum. Marin played
zer was forced to the sidelines set, quiet ball; never allowed
for the whole second half be themselves to be perturbed by
cause of an ailing foot.
the scurrying and progressive
SORRY SPIDER
ly more desperate Stockton Ju
San Mateo's cocky Spider Cor nior College.
tez shot at the basket upwards BACKBOARD BLANKET
of sixty times. His ball-hogging
The deciding factor of the
and shot-happiness was helpless game, however, was not the dif
and ironic because out of sixty ference in class, but the differshots he hit eight, didn't make a
single foul shot. His total: 16 (Continued on page 12, Column 3)
points.
The playing of the whole veteran qualities of his substi
Stockton team amazed Chris tutes who held the Mateans even
Kjeldsen, their youthful, hope for the last ten minutes of the
ful mentor. The varsity boost
ball game. He is quite certain
ed the Cubs from somewhere that floor men like Cliff Smythe
in the second division in the and round-house shots like Chic
Northern California
Junior Sorgenfrey will make up for the
College Conference to a smart, sore wound left by the amputa
Impressive fifth place.
tion of Joe Law and Tom Mitch
Kjeldsen was pleased with the ell.

Jaysee Cubs Meet
Modesto, Frisco

[Literary Contest

An opportunity to win
award is being offered t
'
native Califofrnia writers
James D. Phelan Award •
erature and art, as anno,,!,
the trustees of the Phelan
A fellowship of $l,Qoo awarded by a committee 0Wilt
{
a*,.
to the young writer
Locals Favored Over Pirates
the competition who is ''fr*
most promising in the fi,
But San Francisco Is Even
poetry. Thee competition J
to both men and women h t
Despite the loss of aee forward^with San Francisco Junior Col- the ages of twenty and'.,
who are native born pit;,
Joe Law, who is joining Uncle lege. Possibly the Cubs are rated California.
Sam's navy, and Tom Mitchell, a little higher on the game than
shifty first string guard, the un against Modesto J. C. Joe Law
derdog Cubs are expected to make and Tom Mitchell, who have been
an outstanding showing tonight mainstays on the J. C. team for
against the Modesto Junior Col two years, will leave a big empty
spot in the rolling quintet. How
Coming Saturday
lege rival five.
ever, Bowe and Sargentry, two
The San Francisco Chronicle
tall fast reserves, showed their
sports staff rather underesti
smooth clicking in a recent prac
mated Chris Kjeldsen's Cubs last
tice game against the Stockton
week in their clash with San Ma
teo by guaranteeing the latter Flyers' squad.
The probable starting line up
an easy victory; evidently that
for both games will be as fol
Chronicle conclusion irked the
lows: forwards, Sorgenfrey and
Stockton Cubs into a 55 to 34
Goldman;
center, Netzei; guards,
win. Captain of the winnings.J.C.
five was Tom Mitchell. Ralph Bowe and Smythe.
Netzer, rangy center for Stock
ton, scored 17 points in the first Colleges Ski
half of the ball game all by his
Four western colleges will send
lonesome, which more or less de
moralized San Mateo. Cliff Smithe their topflight ski talent to Reno
in guard position for Stockton, February 13, 14 and 15 to partici
along with Captain Mitchell, \bas pate in the University of Neva
mainly responsible for setting up da's sixth annual winter sports
M-C-M HIT!
the fast breaking Cub forwards. carnival. California, Stanford,
UCLA,
Oregon
State
and
the
Following the featured Stock
and BABY SAN'DY
ton J. C., Modesto J. C. casaba host -— Nevada — have entered
clash on Friday will come a sec teams in the Galena Creek, Mt.
"BACHELOR DADDY"
ond game to be held Saturday Rose Bowl snow classic.

CdrntuHj,

ROBINSON

mm

»Edward MtNU
LaraineDAY I

Values

Greetings Students

These days you have to watch those nickels and dimes

Both new and old, all you College students will

because a steady rise in prices has made our money

enjoy

worth less and less. Because of this, the always valuable

the

friendly,

courteous

service

given by

Pacific Student Association cards should be on the

BILL LUNT
UNION OIL PRODUCTS
PACIFIC AND CASTLE

m

DIAL 2-9010

"must" list of every Stockton Junior College and
College of the Pacific student this spring. The low
price of a student body card enables everyone to spend
many happy hours on the Pacific campus, participat
ing in the variety of activities offered to members.

MEET OLD FRIENDS
and

MAKE NEW ONES
at the DELTA
Don't Forget Our Individual Moulds
for Your Valentine Party

JOIN

NOW

PACIFIC STUDENT ASSOCIATION
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5tockton Field
Loses to J. C.
Stockton Field Flyer me
failed to impress anyone
basketball team last Tues

T"®
f

**lla> anigM>
f

desPite their
fighting spirit.

magnifi"

Stockton Junior College
^ walked lethargicly across
C
qinging an inadequate 42Ifuine The playing of the Cubs
27
against
s0 inferior—even
waS
futile opposition — that
!^ris Kjeldsen blew wrathy intive at his proteges during
Te half-time.
Walt Goldman, by reason of
I f,n points in the first seven
liinutes of the game, was high
" rer. His finale:
13 points.
Ljph Netzer, always steady,
•Ivrays smoothed, chased him
closely with twelve.

I

I The Army Air Field's Dolly
staggered twelve points
I through the hoop to tie with NetVI and lead his unpracticed pro
teges.
- Hamilton

The game was a mere prelimkary to the Varsity encounter
with San Jose State.

^age 1!

The Cinder FantasyNothing but Dreams
Old Stonewall Lost Most of Stars on
the Best Team He Was Ever Going to Have
Coach Earl "Stonewall" Jackson turned somber eyes on the lessening bleak
ness of winter this week, wondering and wondering about the Spring and his
Stockton Junior College and College of Pacific track teams.
He was worried more about the College of Pacific track team because the
Junior College always managed to eke its way out of lackadaisical mediocrity in

time to be considered quite
team.
But, oh, the Tigers.
Last
fall
Coach Jackson
thought he had at last acquired
through uncountable hours of
whining, cajoling, beseeching,
blessing, cursing and working
his fingers to the bone, the great
est track team Pacific had ever
known.

METEORIC HAS-BEENS

THE BIG DREAM:

Another who has '•gone with
the wind" is mile champ WES
MILLER.

For a long time Jackson had
talked a lot about being in the
upper brackets and every now
jn 1859 thee University of and then he knocked off a genu
North Carolina had the second inely find cinder team to prove
largest student body in America. himself. Everyone admitted that
Jackson was a good track coach,
but everyone also admitted that
Pacific was in a definite class
grade and that in a simplicity of
despair was that.
But for Jackson this inferiority
was not permanent. He was de
OF PACIFIC AVE.
termined about that. He told him
self and told himself that he was
Luncheons
climbing a hill. Quite a hill—
Dinners
with rocks.

ed, rotted, dwindled into dust.
And now there are only frag
ments left.
Out of the golden gild there
are still these nuggets: Conaway,
Early, Beanland, Rogers, Nikkei
and Philp. All the rest are gone,
gone, gone.
Jackson crinkles his eyes
when he looks into the springcolored sun; he is trying to for
get what might have been and
wasn't; he is trying to build out
of what is. It is a good attitude.

WINIFRED'S
TEAROOM

It is the attitude tha will
build another dream team in
a time when there is no war—
no draft—no grades—no dust.
In five years; probably not.
In ten; Maybe, ho knows?
lit is only that it is the idea
of the dream that counts.

MILK AND HONEY

Special Sunday

Last fall Jackson had a look
at the valley below—all milk and

SCOTCHMEN
TAKE NOTICE
Be Sore
YOtffi "GAL" BUYS A

PACIFIC STUDENT
ASSN. CARD
YOU'LL REALLY SAVE
Let's Meet at

Lunch and Drinks

honey and quietly bright under flowers last year in a practice
[he gentle gold of the sun. He meet and still came home in
bad his glimpse—and then ob 1:55.
The mile was the same. Miller
livion.
was set to go clear under 4:19
This was the glimpse:
In the sprints he had Slaugh —Lowry could break 4:25—oth
ter—Keith. He could do the hun ers could break 4:30 in a pinch.
Ken Rogers was going to be
dred in 9.9, the two-twenty in
21.5. That's okay: high up in good enough for anyone in the
any league. In the quarter-mile pole vault and the two hurdles.
he had Charlie Blackwell—third Bob Nikkei was all set to be
in the Junior College nation last the best hurdler in conference
year, his time: 49.1. But wait a history. Clare Slaughter could
minute: Keith Slaughter could get up to 6 feet in the high
jump; John Beariland could
ramble a sweet 48.5.
The half-mile to Jackson was
like a royal flush. First he had
Wes Miller who was down around
1:57, Bob Lowry who was just
as good, and Bob Lehman, who
spent a lot of time gazing at
the grandstands and the spring

Pacific's Classified Directory
kest buy in town.
p°r tin al* inclusive P. S. A. card
now and save.
in colleg© debate, athIfiieiblp '.elections. You will become
in all cola.t? Participate
yities if you own a P. S. A.
^rd.

- ev*,*?.
y|h if JL.
u"1

L

run

Mardi Gras and
Tbursday
night in the
a P. S. A. card.

fn^.re

the

—Sleet or be elected.
eliETit>I© to either vote

card*1

of'ice

**

you have a

uun v.
now or rehave
•* niemb«rs*"P only if
—
A P. G A PORFL
hav«?
VFT ft_ *Ji
- e ^ardi
UL

L>m
a

y,W

Gras

if

you

Will
.you wai* too long
r>#2lss som© of the many
ed
to
A?
members of

s.

1

People always buy
oard. Sig-n up today.

J

R

K

S

EWARD for buying a P. S. A.
OIN the P. S. A. and you will be
card this spring. $100 worth of
eligible to use the Pacific swimming pool when it gets hot this privileges for ?10.
spring and summer.
ORORITIES—Tou, too, are eligi
ble to join if you own a P. S. A.
ISS the queen of the Mardi Gras.
card
this springs
This privilege only for holders
of P. S. A. cards who know the
ESTED and found to be the best
queen—well enough.
idea. Buy a P. S. A. card and
IVE on the campus—Frats, sorori you will make your college life
much
more interesting.
ties, Women's Hall, dorm. You
may if you have a P. S. A. card.
NITED we stand -— divided???
Let's all stand behind the
ARDI GRAS — Reminiscent of P. S. A. program this spring.
the New Orleans fun frolic. At
tho auditorium on April 25—only if
ARSITY SPORTS—If you have a
you have a P. S. A. card.
P. S. A. card you are eligible
for the varsity basketball, swim
ARANJADO—Reduced rates for ming, or tennis teams.
this year's super, super Naranjado if you have a P. S. A. card.
ORK on the campus. Become
one of Bava's boomers!
PEN the door of opportunity on
the Pacific campus for your 'V TREMBLY valuable to any stu-.
self this spring and become eligible A. dent of either the Junior Col
for all activities by buying a P. S. A. lege or Pacific. You'll need a
card.
P. S. A. card this spring.
ARTICIPATE in ail the student
EHUDI will probably join the
body affairs this spring if you
P. S. A. because everybody will
own a P. S. A. card.
Elections, find something of interest In the
Athletics, Swimming, Social Affairs, program outlined for this spring.
Debate.
OOM over to the ad building and
UICK—Buy your P. S. A. card
get your P. S. A. card for the
right now—so you won't miss spring semester right now.
the first student body dance.

L

M
N

O

&

KEITH SLAUGHTER, CHARLES BLACKWELL—

ihas-been quarter-milers.

ROYAL FLUSH

jA
—T was . . . and you
ut hi, be> too . . . when you find
lDe ah£W«. manY activities you will
0 Participate in this spring
flf vru,
A. p. s. A. card.

GONE, TOO

T

U

V

w

P

Y

Q

Z

get four inches higher.

Rogers could broad jump with
the best. A1 Philp and the Gay
twins were easily the best shotputters anywhere around. Besides
that they could throw the discus.
SULLIVAN TOO

Don Sullivan was ready to hurl
the discus out beyond 145 feet.
Crowning it all, he had Bob
Conaway—under 50 flat in the
quarter-mile—under 23 in the
quarter—and Dave Early, twomile letterman last year, and
Jack Hanner, conference cham
pion in the mile and half-mile
and under 50 in the quarter.
That is a very pretty picture.
It would make any track coach
pinch himself and look to the
balance of his brain.
But the dream faded. It went
to pieces, dissolved, disintegrat-

Valentine;
J*

I

SKI POLES
SKI RACKS
TOBOGGANS
TOBOGGAN
CUSHIONS
\ SKID CHAINS
Dartmouth Ski Boots
Eskimo Calf. Heavy
stitched sole. Heavy
reinforcement with
steel shank. Hard
box toe.

JOHNSON ICE SKATES
Frlck and Frack ModelSho«« of
Soft Elk Leather. Closed Toe.
Sheepskin Lined
&A AC
Tongue
* '
OTHER MODELS
M AC
FROM
*

OPEN TILL 2 A. M.
Every Day Including
Sundays and Holidays

WELL WORTH WHILE!
Our Valentine selection offers
widest choice you ever will find
anywhere. More! It provides that
one-in-a-hundred Valentine you
hope to find — and so seldom do.
Save time, by coming here first.
Open Evenings Until 9:09

Pottery Oitt Shoppe
2119 Pacific Ave

im •«•*»••• • < IN
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Big Cal Aggie
Series Boiling

Marin Height
Whips Cubs

(Continued from page 10)
ence in ability to take the ball
off the board both offensively
and defensively. With Ralph Netzer's effectiveness alloyed by sev
eral bruised muscles and a pair
Mustangs Have Beaten
of ailing feet, the taller Marin
ers had no trouble at all under
Nevada; Want to Win
the basket and by their domi
nance there also dominated the
Although the College of Pacific Tigers have com game.
hris Kjeldsen's Cubs were

pleted half of their current schedule, the big ones are
yet to come.
The big ones are the conference games and they are
right on top of Coach Francis and his quintet beginning

this week. This coming- Saturdays
night the Tigers tangle with the
Cal Aggies of Davis in the final
contest of a two-game series. The
first game was played Thursday
in the Pacific pavillion while the
battle on deck is slated for Davis.
TROUNCED WOLVES

The mosUpotable achievement
of the'farmers thus far this sea
son was the trouncing they hand
ed Nevada University twice. The
Aggies rolled up over 50 points
on both occasions. A team that
can roll up that many points
against another team of the same
caliber looms as a mighty dan
gerous enemy to Tigers who are
out to cop that Far Western Con
ference title.
The last time Pacific won the
championship was in 1936. For
six years Coach Francis has
turned out a team that has
come mighty close each year,
but have always just lost out.
This year looks like the year,
however.
VETERANS
He will start an all-veteran five
against the Davismen. Heading
this five is Bob Monagan, a steady
player with a great eye. Kenny
Rogers, the shortest but fastest
man on the squad, will be start
ing forward. In the other forward
spot will be Claire Slaughter. He
is one of the team's spark plugs
and a great one for getting the
ball off the backboard.
Coach Francis is not sure of
which of the following trio of
Nikkei, Henning and Johns will
be starters, but whoever he
does start makes little differ
ence. They are three tall hus
tlers. steady, and have a good
eye for making points.
RESERVES
For reserves, the Tigers have
Big Toomay, Johnny Camicia, and
Jensen. These men have been
used a great deal lately and with
out a doubt will be used to good
advantage against the Aggies.
Dr. William A. Nielander, Uni
versity of Texas marketing ex
pert, has been summoned to
Washington to assume an executive-reasearch post in the office
of price administration.

i'S—JeweSer
241147 Pacific Avenue
HEARTS AND CHARMS
FOR VALENTINES

ICE SKATE

For FUN and HEALTH
at

STOCKTON
ICE RINK
WEST WEBER
nptween Lincoln and Harrison
STOCKTON

S E S S I O N
10:00 a.m. to 1:00
2:15 p.m. to 5:00
S:00 p.m. to 10:45

S
p.m.
p.m.
p.m.

See Our Line of
Skates and Accessories

Special Rates for
Students
Why not have your next
club party at the ice rink.
Call 2-8998 for rates and
hours.

TIGERS I N
HOOP WIN;
LICK S. J. S.

Before a capacity crowd in
the Pacific Pavillion last Tues
day night, the Pacific Tigers
gained sweet revenge when they
soundly thrashed one of the sup
posedly mighty athletic teams
from San Jose State College. The
fipal score was 52 to 36 with the
Spartans on the short end.
SMOOTH WORK
The Tigers were a smooth
functioning outfit all the way.
They controlled the backboard
two thirds of the time, their pass
ing was brilliant and their re
volving system worked the ball
in close through the San Jose
zone defense for numerous shots.
The score at half time was
13 to 23 in favor of the Tigers.
At one time in the first period
Pacific held a nine to one point
lead on the Spartans.
SUBSTITUTED FREELY
Coach Francis started a new
combination of Rogers, Slaugh
ter, Henning, Monagan and Nik
kei against the Spartans and it
was this 'five that built up a
good lead in the first few min
utes. However, Francis substi
tuted freely during the evening
and Toomay, Johns, Jensen and
Camicia did a good job of pro
tecting the lead and adding to it.
Unofficially the actual score
Tuesday night was 36 to 52.
The officials gave San Jose a
field goal during the half time
because the San Jose coach
complained so loud and long
that one of his boys had not
been awarded a goal in the of
ficial books. Three score books
and four charts had no record
of it, but it was awarded nev
ertheless.
INCIDENTALLY
This incident just made the
Tigers a little madder and they
went on to increase their nine
point half time lead to a lopsided
36 to 52 victory.

It should be quite obvious to
all average intellects that it is
well worth ten dollars, the price
of a student body card, to watch
the best basketball team that
ever hit this college play out the
rest of its pell-mell season.
Ten dollars is after all a small
price to pay for the golden mem
ories that will solace you during
the hard times ahead when Amer
icans are colonizing New Japan.

Alan Short, Pacific
joined the navy recently
passing the tests and exac
tion, Short has been enroll" '
a yoeman at a school in in^;

CandR
Super Service Station
2105 Pacific Ave

f YOU CAN ATTEND:
1. The Mardi Gras
2. Opening Week Dance
3. Your Class Dance
4. All Athletic Contests
5. Thursday Night Dances;

With

a

YOU WILL RECEIVE
1. The Pacific Weekly
2. A Reduced Rate on the Naranjado
3. A Reduced Rate on the MSS
4. A Reduced Rate on Little Thea
tre Season Tickets

CAN PARTICIPATE IN:
1. Intramural
Athletics

(Continued on page %)

For Just This—

Short Enrolled
at Indiana

WHY P.S.A.?

Tiger Tracks
points through the hoop in the
first half.
Law got 15 in the game.
Goldman got 10.
Other guys got enough to make
the total.
From now on Joe Law, second
year star, mainstay, high scorer,
team-keep-together, will be gone,
into the Navy Intelligence Serv
ice. Tom Mitchell, Law's townmate and second year guard, is
also gone, into the doldrums of
scholastic ineligibility.
But Chic Sorgenfrey, the slewfooted hawk-eye, is moving up in
his quiet, scattered way into their
places, and will be a regular by
the close of the season.

off peak, on the rebound after
their breath-taking defeat of Sa
linas the night before in the
last ten seconds of the game.
The 46-47 game was decided only
when Tom Mitchell dropped a 35
foot push shot in the waning in
stants, more than making up for
the foul he had committed that
allowed the Panthers to go ahead
by one free throw.
HIGHLY FAVORED
Salinas had been highly fav
ored before the tip-off to walk
away from the Cubs by at least
a dozen points.

and

Intercollegiate

2. Intercollegiate Forensics
3. A Capella Choir
4. Band

Card

5. Publications
6. Elections and PSA Offices
7. Fraternities and Sororities

YOU CAN USE:
Donated Swimming Pool

